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ABSTRACT

In the standard model of solar flares, a large-scale reconnection current sheet is postulated as the central
engine for powering the flare energy release1–3 and accelerating particles4–10. However, where and how
the energy release and particle acceleration occur remain unclear due to the lack of measurements for
the magnetic properties of the current sheet. Here we report the first measurement of spatially-resolved
magnetic field and flare-accelerated relativistic electrons along a current-sheet feature in a solar flare.
The measured magnetic field profile shows a local maximum where the reconnecting field lines of oppo-
site polarities closely approach each other, known as the reconnection X point. The measurements also
reveal a local minimum near the bottom of the current sheet above the flare loop-top, referred to as a
“magnetic bottle”. This spatial structure agrees with theoretical predictions1,11 and numerical modeling
results. A strong reconnection electric field of ∼4000 V m−1 is inferred near the X point. This location,
however, shows a local depletion of microwave-emitting relativistic electrons. In contrast, these electrons
concentrate at or near the magnetic bottle structure, where more than 99% of them reside at each instant.
Our observations suggest crucial new input to the current picture of high energy electron acceleration.

Our measurement of the magnetic field and the relativistic electrons was made possible by microwave spectral1

imaging observations of a large X8.2 solar flare on 2017 September 10 (the second largest in Solar Cycle 24) from2

the newly commissioned Expanded Owens Valley Solar Array (EOVSA)12. In extreme ultra-violet (EUV) images3

observed by the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly aboard the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO/AIA), it features4

an erupting magnetic flux rope visible as a balloon-shaped dark cavity13, 14. This flux rope is connected to the top5

of newly reconnected, cusp-shaped flare arcade by a thin elongated plasma sheet, presumably associated with a6

large-scale reconnection current sheet (RCS), extending down from the bottom of the cavity (Fig. 1). The plasma7

sheet appears bright in EUV bands sensitive to hot flare plasma (Fig. 2(a)) but dark in EUV bands sensitive to8

background coronal temperatures (Fig. 2(b)), indicating that it has undergone intense flare heating13, 15, 16. Despite9

the slight asymmetry of the cusp-shaped flare arcade (Fig. 2(a)), the observed features in the plane of the sky offer10

an ideal case to test against the theoretical predictions. Indeed, thanks to the favorable viewing perspective, these11

features match very well the overall magnetic configuration in one of most well-known theoretical standard flare12

models by Lin & Forbes1 depicted in two dimensions (white curves in Figs. 1(a) and (b); Methods).13

EOVSA microwave spectral imaging observations provide a never-before-seen picture of the flare-accelerated14

electrons with energies extending to at least hundreds of keV in the relativistic regime12. During the primary flux15
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Figure 1. Observation and modeling of the eruptive solar flare on 2017 September 10. (a) SDO/AIA EUV
211 Å image showing the erupting magnetic flux rope as a fast-ascending balloon-shaped dark cavity. The
multi-frequency EOVSA microwave (MW) source is shown as filled color contours (26% of the maximum intensity
at their respective frequency). White curves are magnetic field lines derived from the theoretical standard flare
model in Lin & Forbes1. (b) Detailed view of the central region (black box in a, rotated by 90◦ to upright
orientation). A 30–100 keV hard X-ray (HXR) source (purple contours; showing 50% and 90% of the maximum),
observed by the Reuven Ramaty High Energy Solar Spectroscopic Imager (RHESSI), is present above the top of the
soft-X-ray-emitting hot flare arcade (red contours; showing 30%, 60%, and 90% of the maximum intensity at 12–18
keV, also observed by RHESSI). (c) Same field of view as (b), but the nearly identical magnetic field lines are
derived from the numerical magnetohydrodynamics simulation (see Methods). The microwave and HXR source are
removed to show the cusp-shaped EUV flare arcade (bright white).

rope acceleration and energy release phase around 15:54 UT14, the microwave-emitting relativistic electrons are16

present throughout the entire region between the erupting flux rope and the flare arcade where the RCS is located17

(filled contours in Fig. 1(b)). The multi-frequency microwave source resembles an “hourglass” shape: The upper18
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part starts from the bottom of the flux rope and narrows downward, then joins its lower counterpart located above19

the flare arcade that broadens toward lower heights.20

Figure 2. Spatially-resolved microwave spectra in the reconnection current sheet region. In the enlarged
view of the central region (gray box in Figure 1(c)), the RCS can be identified as a thin elongated feature near x = 0
Mm, which appears bright in SDO/AIA EUV 193 Å band sensitive to heated plasma of ∼18 MK (a), and dark in
EUV 211 Å band sensitive to cooler coronal plasma of ∼2 MK (b). (c) Same as (b), but with the multi-frequency
microwave source overlaid. (d) Examples of the microwave spectra (circle symbols with error bars) from selected
locations along the RCS feature at x≈ 0 Mm (numbered small boxes in (c)). The error bars show the uncertainties
evaluated by using the root-mean-square of the background fluctuations in an area away from the source. Shaded
areas indicate dynamic-range-limited data points excluded from the spectral fit. The corresponding best-fit results
based on gyrosynchrotron radiation are shown as black curves. Also shown are the corresponding values of the
magnetic field strength (B, in Gauss) and relativistic electron density with energy above 300 keV (n>300

e , in cm−3)
from the spectral fit results.

From any pixel of EOVSA’s multi-frequency microwave images at a given time, a spatially-resolved microwave21

spectrum can be obtained (Fig. 2). The microwave spectra display features characteristic of gyrosynchrotron22

radiation produced by flare-accelerated energetic electrons gyrating in the flare magnetic field12. By fitting each23

microwave spectrum with a gyrosynchrotron source model at a given spatial location along the RCS feature (at24

x≈ 0 Mm), we derive the spatially-resolved total magnetic field strength Bobs(y) and microwave-emitting energetic25

electron distribution fe(ε,y) = dne(ε,y)/dε at different heights y along the RCS (where ne is the energetic electron26

number density and ε is the electron energy) (Methods; see Fig. 2(d) for examples). The resulting Bobs(y) profile,27

shown in Fig. 3(b), represents the height variation of the magnetic field strength measured over our resolution28

element (∼3 Mm at 15 GHz) at the location of the RCS (Methods). It displays a general decrease of magnetic field29

strength in height, which meets the expectation that the source of the magnetic flux is rooted at the photosphere and30

opens up in the coronal volume.31

Intriguingly, this Bobs(y) profile shows a local maximum located close to the point where the hourglass-shaped32

upper and lower microwave source join together (at y≈ 31 Mm). In addition, a local minimum is present near the33

tip of the cusp-shaped EUV flare arcade (at y≈ 21 Mm). By comparing with the magnetic field profile derived from34
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Figure 3. Spatial distribution of current density, magnetic field, electric field, and relativistic electrons
along the reconnection current sheet. (a) Similar to Fig. 2(b), to which has been added the electric current
density distribution jz (z is the direction perpendicular to the x-y plane) derived from MHD simulation. (b)
Measurements of the height profile of the total magnetic field strength along the RCS at x≈ 0 Mm (Bobs(y); black
symbols), which agree with predictions of the theoretical standard flare model in Lin & Forbes1 (BLF(y); blue curve)
and MHD simulation (BMHD(y); red curve) also obtained at x = 0 Mm (after convolution with instrument resolution;
Methods). (c) Distribution of the reconnection electric field along the RCS as a function of height estimated from
the observations (i.e., Eobs

z (y), the electric field component perpendicular to the x-y plane; red symbols). Light to
dark red curves show the electric field obtained from the MHD simulation EMHD

z (y) at selected locations close to the
RCS (at x = 1,2,3 Mm), multiplied by a factor of 3.5. (d) Height–energy diagram of the spatially resolved energetic
electron energy distribution along the RCS derived from the microwave data ( fe(ε,y)). Color scale of the diagram
represents the logarithm of the electron number density differentiated in energy. The corresponding spectral index of
the electron energy distribution in the RCS region δ ≈ 3–6. (e) Variation of relativistic electron density above 300
keV along the RCS (n>300

e (y)). Horizontal bars on all values shown in panels (b), (c), and (e) represent the estimated
uncertainties of the corresponding parameters. The inferred locations of the reconnection X and Y point are marked
as a red X symbol and a black Y symbol, respectively. Pink-shaded region indicates the height range where the RCS
is present.

the analytical standard flare model in Lin & Forbes1 (at x = 0 Mm, after convolution with EOVSA’s instrument35

resolution; blue curve in Fig. 3(b) denoted as BLF(y)), we conclude that said features in the measured magnetic field36

profiles match well the features unique to the large-scale RCS: the local maximum corresponds to the “pinch point”,37

or “X” point, where the reconnecting magnetic field external to the RCS are brought in by plasma inflows and bow38

inward. The local minimum is associated with the bottom of the RCS connecting to the tip of the cusp-shaped flare39

arcade, sometimes referred to as the Y point17. These measured magnetic properties place a firm verification for the40

presence of the RCS at the location where an apparent plasma sheet also appears in EUV images.41

To investigate the plasma dynamics and energetics (which the analytical model does not provide), we perform a42
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self-consistent magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) numerical simulation based on initial conditions similar to those in43

the analytical standard flare model and observational constraints (Methods). Our MHD simulation yields excellent44

agreement with the flare morphology and dynamics (Figure 1(c) and Supplementary Figure S1). Further, the RCS45

is clearly seen in the MHD simulation as a thin and elongated feature with a strong electric current density jz at46

the same location as the EUV plasma sheet (Fig. 3(a)). The vertical component of the magnetic field vector By47

quickly switches its sign across the current sheet, indicating ongoing magnetic reconnection (Supplementary Figure48

S2; Methods). Similar to the analytical model, the total magnetic field strength profile along the RCS BMHD(y)49

achieves excellent agreement with the measurements (red curve in Figure 3(b); after convolution with instrument50

resolution, see Methods). Moreover, our MHD simulation explicitly pinpoints the site from which bi-directional51

reconnection outflows are ejected along the RCS (i.e., where the vertical component of the plasma speed vy = 0).52

This site, sometimes referred to as the “stagnation point”, is located close to the reconnection X point identified53

from the magnetic field profile—another feature predicted by the theoretical standard flare model11.54

EUV time-series imaging data provide means for directly measuring the speeds of inflowing plasma into the55

RCS (known as “reconnection inflows”) at multiple heights vx(y) (Fig. 4(a); Methods), which are of order 100 km56

s−1 throughout the RCS region (see also ref13). The simultaneous and co-spatial measurements of B and vx enable57

the most direct estimate to date for the spatial distribution of the electric field Ez ≈ vxBy/c and the electromagnetic58

energy (Poynting) flux Sx ≈ vxB2
y/4π at the RCS. Here By ≈ Bsinθ is the vertical component of the magnetic59

field strength in the close vicinity of the RCS. θ is the viewing angle between the line of sight (LOS) direction60

z and the magnetic field vector. It is a parameter constrained in our microwave spectral fitting, which is within61

40–90◦ but has relatively large uncertainties (Methods). For the purpose of order-of-magnitude estimate, here62

we take the upper limit By ≈ B, hence Ez ≈ vxB/c and Sx ≈ vxB2/4π . Our estimate of the electric field in the63

RCS is over 4000 V m−1 (red symbols in Fig. 3(c)), consistent with earlier indirect estimates18. Such a strong64

electric field falls well into the super-Dreicer regime18, which can easily accelerate electrons to relativistic energies65

(100s of keV to MeV) within a small acceleration distance of .1 km. The inflowing energy flux Sx available for66

reconnection is of order 1010–1011 ergs s−1 cm−2, sufficient to power a large X-class flare that releases >1032 ergs67

in several minutes at its peak rate (Methods). The dimensionless reconnection rate M = vx/vA is of order 0.01, where68

vA = 2×1011B/
√

nth
e ≈ 6,000–10,000 km s−1 is the estimated Alfvén speed around the X point with B≈ 300–50069

G (c.f., Fig. 3(b)) and thermal plasma density nth
e of order 1010 cm−3 (see, e.g., refs15, 16 for estimates for nth

e of the70

RCS feature).71

We also derive the spatially-resolved energetic electron distribution along the RCS fe(ε,y) from the microwave72

data. Fig. 3(d) shows this distribution as an energy–height diagram. In Fig. 3(e), we show the spatial distribution of73

the total electron number density at relativistic energies (integrated above 300 keV, or Lorentz factor of >1.6; i.e.,74

n>300
e (y) =

∫
>300 keV fe(ε,y)dε). The microwave-emitting energetic electrons are ubiquitous throughout the RCS75

region. However, the shape of the spatial distribution of the relativistic electrons along the RCS n>300
e (y) does not76

demonstrate any obvious correlation with the reconnection electric field distribution Ez(y) shown in Fig. 3(c). In77

particular, in the vicinity of the reconnection X point (at x≈ 31 Mm), there exists a local depletion of the energetic78

electrons while a relatively hard electron energy spectrum is present (with a spectral index δ ≈ 3.3, corresponding to79

a small color gradient over electron energy in Fig. 3(d)). The hard spectrum suggests that the X point might be a80

site for electron acceleration thanks to the presence of a strong electric field. However, the relatively small number81

density of the energetic electrons indicates that either the acceleration efficiency is low around the X point, or the82

electrons accelerated there escape rapidly and could not accumulate to an appreciable density19. Such a depletion of83

energetic electrons, whether due to lack of acceleration or fast escape, may explain why HXR/microwave emission84

is often very weak or even entirely absent at the inferred reconnection X point20–22.85

In contrast, Fig. 3(d) shows that the spatial distribution of the energetic electrons fe at almost all energies strongly86

peaks in the vicinity of the Y point near the bottom of the RCS, whereas the total number density of the relativistic87

electrons n>300
e exceeds those near the X point by more than two orders of magnitude (Fig. 3(e)). Thus, this region,88

which contains most of the microwave-emitting relativistic electrons, appears to be the primary site for confining89

and/or accelerating electrons to relativistic energies. It is also the site where HXR-emitting electrons at relatively90

low nonthermal energies (tens of keV) are frequently observed (purple contours in Fig. 3(a); see also a review by23).91
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Figure 4. Plasma flows in the magnetic reconnection current sheet region. (a) Time-distance diagrams
showing plasma inflows toward the RCS observed in SDO/AIA EUV 171 Å at different heights. Examples of the
inflows are marked by red dashed lines, which have an average speed of ∼120 km s−1. The corresponding
horizontal slices for obtaining the diagrams are shown in (b) labeled from b1 to b5. (b) SDO/AIA EUV 211 Å image
and the corresponding MHD model (same as Fig. 3(a)). The “X” symbol indicating the location of the reconnection
X point. (c) Time-distance diagram obtained at a vertical slice “a” shown in panel (b). The vertical dotted line
indicates the time of panel (b) at 15:54:23 UT. The upward erupting magnetic flux rope and downward contracting,
newly reconnected magnetic loops are marked with arrows. An animation version of this figure is available as
Supplementary Video 1.

This region coincides with the location where newly reconnected magnetic field lines emanating from the RCS92

interact vigorously with the underlying flare arcades, some of which are observed in EUV time-series images as93

multitudes of contracting loops (Fig. 4(c) and the accompanying animation; Methods). It has been proposed as94

a natural location for betatron acceleration by collapsing magnetic traps24 or Fermi-type acceleration processes95

that involve rapid contraction of magnetic islands6 or plasma compression10. Additionally, it provides an ideal96

environment for the generation of turbulence, waves, and (fractal) electric field9, 15, 21, 25 (see also a recent study by26
97
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in which their presence is implied by an observed rapid decay of magnetic field), or “termination” shocks (formed98

by reconnection outflows impinging upon the flare arcade)2, 27–29, all of which have been suggested as possible99

particle acceleration mechanisms8. In addition to the plethora of likely acceleration processes, the local minimum100

of the magnetic field in this region represents a “magnetic bottle” to confine electrons. Similar magnetic bottle101

structures have been observed in situ in Earth’s magnetosphere, within which an enhanced flux of energetic electrons102

and ions has been reported30. The new methodology based on the microwave imaging spectroscopy reported here103

now permits the remote probing of such crucial plasma structures as solar flare RCSs. These new measurements,104

representing 2D projections of three-dimensional (3D) physical phenomena in the plane of the sky, offer stringent105

constraints to guide theories of particle acceleration and advance realistic 3D modeling of solar flares.106

Methods107

Magnetic Modeling108

Magnetic modeling of this event is performed along two lines, one based on a well-developed analytical model,109

and another based on a self-consistent, two-and-half-dimensional (2.5-D) resistive magnetohydrodynamic (MHD)110

numerical simulation, detailed below.111

Analytical Model112

First, we investigate the general geometry of the event and magnetic field profile by adopting a analytical eruptive113

flare model first developed by Priest & Forbes31, 32, which was then further refined by several works including1, 11, 33.114

This model, sometimes referred to as the “catastrophe model”, is arguably the most well-known analytical model in115

the framework of the standard flare scenario depicted in 2D. It consists of a pre-existing force-free magnetic flux rope116

(and its mirror current below the photosphere) in the solar corona. The background coronal magnetic field is created117

by having a pair of magnetic sources with opposite polarities located at (or slightly below) the photosphere. As118

shown by Forbes & Priest32, the flux rope can lose its equilibrium due to converging motions of these two foopoint119

sources and rise, leading to a “catastrophic” eruption. The flux rope eruption induces an extended current sheet120

trailing the rope in which fast magnetic reconnection can be triggered, which further facilitates the eruption through121

the release of the magnetic energy.122

Here we use the formulae of the magnetic vector potential distribution A(x,y) described in Lin & Forbes1 to123

build the analytical magnetic model using observation-constrained free parameters, which only include the height of124

the flux rope center h (from EUV imaging of the flux rope cavity), footpoint separation 2λ (from the size of flare125

arcade at the surface), the location of the lower and upper tip of the RCS p and q (obtained respectively from the126

tip of the cusp-shaped flare arcades and the bottom of the balloon-shaped flux rope cavity) at different times of the127

flare event, and a scaling factor A0 for the strength of the photospheric magnetic sources. Examples of the magnetic128

model overlaid on EUV images at three selected times are shown in the first row of Supplementary Figure S1. An129

excellent match is found for the flare geometry between the model and the observations. Moreover, after adjusting130

the scaling factor A0 to match the magnetic field strength according to the values derived from EOVSA microwave131

data, the coronal magnetic field profile in the close vicinity of the RCS B(y) from the model agrees very well with132

the measurements from the microwave spectral imaging data (blue curve in Fig. 3(b)).133

MHD Simulation134

We perform self-consistent, 2.5D resistive MHD numerical simulation for this event based on very similar initial135

setups and scaling in the analytical model described above. The physical parameters in the simulation are homoge-136

neous along the third dimension. Supplementary Figure S1 shows the initial setup nearly identical to the analytical137

model. At this point, the flux rope has risen to a location with a single reconnection X point formed between the138

rope and the underlying closed arcades (i.e., the initial length of the vertical RCS is zero). The initial height of the139

flux rope h is adjusted according to the theoretical model in order to place the rope in a state of non-equilibrium140

for its subsequent eruption1, 32. Since the evolution starts in a non-equilibrium state, the flux-rope can rise at the141

beginning with a quick acceleration followed by the formation of an extending RCS at later times.142

Our simulation box has a grid size of 512 × 1536. Three levels of adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) are143

introduced in regions with a large pressure gradient. The finest grid size and typical time step are 2.44×10−4 and144
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Figure S1. Magnetic modeling of the X8.2 eruptive solar flare event on 2017 September 10. (a)
Representative magnetic field lines from the analytical standard flare model of Lin & Forbes1. (b and c) Results
from the numerical resistive 2.5D MHD model, in the weak and strong guide field Bz case, respectively. Background
is SDO/AIA time-series images of the EUV 211 Å filter band. The thin vertical structure with red-orange color near
x = 0 Mm is the reconnection current sheet with an enhanced electric current density jz. The first panel in each row
shows the initial conditions of the magnetic modeling, which consist of a line current that represents the magnetic
flux rope (red circle symbol) and a pair of bipolar magnetic sources at the solar surface (point sources in theoretical
model and line sources in MHD).
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∼10−5 in normalized units, which correspond to, respectively, 0.0732 Mm and 0.00138 s in physical units. The145

simulation was performed using a publicly available MHD code Athena++34, where the hyperbolic MHD parts are146

solved by the Godunov-type method and shock structures are captured using the Harten-Lax-van Leer-Discontinuities147

(HLLD) Riemann solver.148

One notable modification from the analytical model lies in the magnetic sources at the bottom boundary: the two149

point sources at the photosphere in the original theoretical model are replaced with a pair of extended line sources,150

shown as blue and red lines in the bottom left panel of Supplementary Fig. S1. The reason of such a modification is151

twofold: First, it is more realistic in the sense that the opposite polarities of the sunspot group in the active region152

are not point-like, but both show a substantial spatial extension (>10 Mm) and are separated by a well-defined153

polarity inversion line (see, e.g., studies on the photospheric magnetic field of the active region measured a few days154

before16, 35, 36). Second, the difficulty in numerically modeling the area close to the two delta-function foot-point155

sources is removed. The magnetic field outside the flux-rope is similar to the previous works based on the theoretical156

model31, except that we introduce a weak current density jz distributed around the flux-rope (with a Gaussian shape;157

amounts to ∼0.05% of the maximum current density of the flux-rope) to smooth the sharp edge around the flux-rope.158

In order to achieve pressure balance and an initial force-free condition within the flux rope, we also introduce a159

guide field Bz (i.e., along the 3rd dimension perpendicular to the x-y plane) which peaks at the flux rope center but160

decreases rapidly at greater distance from the rope. A similar setup of the jz and Bz distribution of the flux rope161

was used in37. Lastly, for the purpose of simplification, the coronal background is initialized with a uniform plasma162

density of ∼ 109 cm−3 in most of the simulation domain (which only increases toward the flux rope center for the163

purpose of pressure balance) and a temperature of 2 MK. To facilitate fast magnetic reconnection, we also include a164

considerable resistivity that corresponds to a magnetic Reynolds number of the order Rm ∼ 105. Different selections165

of the Rm value would affect the internal properties of the RCS and flare dynamics. However, it has little impact on166

the large-scale magnetic configuration surrounding the RCS, which is the primary focus of this modeling study.167

In the 2.5-D MHD model, the RCS exhibits itself as a vertical feature with a strong current density jz located168

at x = 0 Mm (Supplementary Figure S2(a)). Supplementary Figure S2(c) demonstrates the variation of the x, y, z169

components of the magnetic field vector across the current sheet (i.e., Bx(x), By(x), Bz(x)) at a selected height close170

to the reconnection X point. At the center of the RCS, the vertical component By quickly switches its sign and the171

horizontal component Bx is nearly zero. Both phenomena are characteristics of ongoing magnetic reconnection172

in the RCS, which is responsible for releasing the magnetic energy and powering the flare17. The total magnetic173

field strength B =
√

B2
x +B2

y +B2
z shown in Supplementary Fig. S2(d), therefore, displays a very sharp and narrow174

(<400 km in width) dip at the RCS center. For comparing the MHD modeling results directly with the magnetic175

field measurements from observations with finite resolution, we have convolved the magnetic field distribution176

in the MHD model using a Gaussian function with a full-width-half-maximum of 3 Mm (equivalent to EOVSA’s177

resolution at ν = 15 GHz). After the convolution, the sharp dip in total magnetic field across the RCS is nearly178

smoothed out (solid curve in Supplementary Fig. S2(d)). However, the spatial variation of the total magnetic field as179

a function of height (B(y)) in the immediate vicinity of the RCS is preserved (Supplementary Figure S2(b)), which,180

as we discussed in the main text, allows us to identify the reconnection X point as a local maximum and the looptop181

“magnetic bottle” as a local minimum on the B(y) profile.182

The perpendicular component of the magnetic field Bz ≈ Bcosθ , usually referred to as the “guide field”, may183

have a profound impact on the detailed reconnection and particle acceleration processes19, 38. To investigate the184

possible impacts of the presence of a guide field Bz on the overall flare geometry, we have run two MHD test cases.185

The first case has a relatively weak Bz, which amounts to ∼30% of the total magnetic field strength B in the RCS186

region (corresponding to a viewing angle θ = arccos(Bz/B) ≈ 70◦, a typical value derived from the microwave187

spectral fit results). In the second case, a stronger guide field of ∼60% of the total field strength is introduced188

(corresponding to θ ≈ 50◦, which is near the lower-bound of typical fit values). The results of the overall magnetic189

geometry for the two cases are shown in Supplementary Figure S1(b) and (c), respectively. More detailed variations190

of the magnetic field components in the RCS region for the two cases are shown in Supplementary Figure S2 (top191

and bottom row). We find that, although the dynamics of the magnetic flux rope eruption differ slightly between the192
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Figure S2. Magnetic field variation across and along the reconnection current sheet in MHD simulation.
(a) Enlarged view of the central RCS region in the MHD model (white box in the right panels of Supplementary
Figure S1(b) and (c)). The RCS exhibits itself as the vertical feature with a strong current density jz. (b) Height
variation of the total magnetic field strength B(y) along the RCS (at x = 0 Mm; vertical dashed line in (a)). Dashed
and dotted curves represent results from the full-resolution MHD model at x = 0 Mm and x = 1 Mm. Solid curve is
the B(y) profile obtained after convolution with EOVSA’s instrument resolution. The latter contains key information
about the average magnetic field in the immediate vicinity of the RCS (same as the red curve in Fig. 3(b)), which
compares favorably with results derived from EOVSA microwave observations. (c) Spatial variation of the x, y, z
components of the magnetic field vector across the RCS (Bx(x), By(x), Bz(x)) obtained at y = 31 Mm (horizontal
line in (a)). (d) Total magnetic field variation across the RCS B(x). Dashed and solid curves show the result from
the full-resolution MHD model and that after convolution with EOVSA instrument resolution. Note the sharp dip at
the very center of the current sheet is smoothed out. (e)–(h) Same as above, but for the stronger guide field Bz case.

two cases, the overall flare geometry exhibits very little differences. However, detailed features of the magnetic field193

strength profile at the RCS B(y), including the local maximum and minimum near the reconnection X and Y point,194

are affected by the different values of the guide field introduced in the MHD model—e.g., a strong Bz throughout the195

simulation domain would make the peculiar features associated with the reconnection current sheet less profound196

(see, e.g., the comparison between Supplementary Figure S2(b) and (f)). In this work, we find a better match of the197

B(y) profile between our observations and the weak guide field case, which we adopt in the observation–modeling198

comparison.199

Our self-consistent 2.5D modeling matches the observed flare geometry and RCS magnetic field profile as the200

theoretical magnetic model (Supplementary Figure S1(b) and Figure 3(b)). It also provides a crucial framework for201

us to identify various key components associated with the magnetic reconnection, which include the RCS and the202

primary reconnection X point, the plasma inflows and outflows, and the distribution of the reconnecting magnetic203

energy and electric field along the RCS.204
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Microwave Spectral Analysis205

The EOVSA instrument and an overview of the observation of the 2017 September 10 X8.2 flare were discussed206

in a recent paper12. Briefly, EOVSA obtained data in 2.5–18 GHz of this event with 134 frequency channels207

spread over 31 equally spaced spectral windows (SPWs), each of which has a bandwidth of 160 MHz. The center208

frequencies of these SPWs are given by ν = 2.92+n/2 GHz, where n is the SPW number from 0 to 30. Images were209

made in 3.4–18 GHz by combining the spectral channels within each of SPWs 1–30 using the CLEAN algorithm.210

In this study, a circular beam with a size of 73′′.0/νGHz is used for restoring the CLEAN images (the nominal211

full-width-half-max (FWHM) angular resolution is 113′′.7/νGHz×53′′.0/νGHz).212

Microwave spectral imaging data from EOVSA allow us to derive a microwave spectrum F(ν) at each selected213

pixel location (x and y) and time t. The spatially- and temporally-resolved microwave spectra show characteristics of214

the gyrosynchrotron radiation produced by energetic electrons gyrating in the coronal magnetic field39. Here we215

employ the fast gyrosynchrotron codes40 to calculate the microwave brightness temperature spectra based on the216

gyrosynchrotron radiation theory. The codes perform full radiative transfer calculation along the line of sight (LOS;217

approximately the z direction in our adopted coordinate system, with x- and y-axes aligned with solar south-north218

and east-west, respectively), with the capability of reducing the computing time by several orders of magnitude219

compared with approaches that use exact formulae41 while retaining the accuracy of the resulting spectra.220

The spatially-resolved microwave spectra contain information about the flare-accelerated energetic electrons,221

particularly those at mildly relativistic energies, as well as unique diagnostics for the magnetic field strength in222

the source region. The peak frequency of the spectra is sensitive to the magnetic field strength B and the number223

density of energetic electrons ne. The high-frequency, optically-thin side of the spectra is mainly determined by224

the electron energy distribution with a spectral index δ . The low-frequency, optically-thick side of the spectra225

constrains the effective temperature of the nonthermal electrons and to some extent, density and temperature of226

thermal plasma if free-free absorption or Razin suppression play a role. For more details on the diagnostics of227

the source parameters using microwave gyrosynchrotron spectra, we refer the readers to other works.12, 26, 40, 42–44
228

Although the gyrosynchrotron radiation spectra have the potential to constrain flare-accelerated nonthermal electrons229

in a broad range of energies from a dozen keV to MeV range, for this study, we focus on those at mildly relativistic230

energies (∼100 keV–1 MeV).231

Here we adopt an algorithm26, 43 to fit the spatially-resolved microwave spectra to obtain an initial set of physical232

parameters of the source, which include the magnetic field strength B, the angle between the magnetic field vector233

and the LOS direction θ , the energetic electron distribution fe(ε), and the thermal electron density nth
e . We assume a234

homogeneous source along the LOS with a column depth of 10′′, as well as a power-law electron energy distribution235

fe(ε) with a spectral index δ , and low- and high-energy cutoff of 10 keV and 10 MeV, respectively. As already236

verified by detailed tests using simulated microwave spectra from realistic 3D flare models43, 44, the fit algorithm237

works very well to recover the source parameters for spectra with a single, well-defined peak located within the238

observational frequency range. However, there are a few cases that pose challenges for the algorithm: (1) For spectra239

at lower heights where the magnetic field strength is particularly high, the spectra appear to continue to rise beyond240

the highest observable frequency (e.g., bottom right panel of Fig. 2(d)), such that the spectral peak is absent. (2)241

For spectra at higher heights, the high-frequency portion of the spectra is largely dominated by noise and could not242

be included for spectral analysis (shadowed area in Fig. 2(d)). This is largely limited by the signal-to-noise-ratio243

(SNR) of the instrument (up to ∼100 for EOVSA): the presence of a very bright high-frequency source at lower244

heights (in the looptop region) hinders the detectability for a much weaker source at greater heights. (3) At some245

other locations, the spectra display more than one spectral peak, which implies the presence of multiple components246

within the resolution element.247

In order to evaluate and refine the initial fit results, we employ a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) analysis248

method, implemented by an open-source Python package emcee45, to sample the posterior probability distributions249

(PPDs) of the fit results based on Bayesian statistics46. We have performed such MCMC analysis for all the250

microwave spectra along the current sheet. Supplementary Figure S3 shows an example of the MCMC analysis251

results in the form of a “corner plot”. In the corner plot, the diagonal panels show the one-dimensional projection of252

the PPDs of the respective fit parameters. The two-dimensional projections of the PPDs between pairs of the fit253
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Figure S3. Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis for an example spatially-resolved microwave spectrum.
The spectrum is taken from the location labeled “2” in Fig. 2(c). Red lines/circles in each panel indicate the final fit
results from the MCMC analysis. Corresponding spectra and residuals calculated from each MCMC sampling in the
multi-parameter space are shown in the upper right panel as gray curves. Red curves are the final fit spectrum and
residual. Note the total number density of energetic electrons shown in the corner plot is the result integrated above
100 keV (n>100

e ), which is different from the value of n>300
e shown in Fig. 2(d).

parameters are shown as the non-diagonal panels. These probability distributions provide quantitative constraints254

on the most probable locations to find the fit parameters in the multi-parameter space. The widths of the PPDs are,255

in turn, optimal estimates for the uncertainties of the respective fit parameters. As expected, for a spectrum that256

has a single spectral peak in the observing frequency range, the PPDs of the fit parameters are clustered around the257

minimization results, such that the fit results are well constrained. If the spectral peak is not very profound or is258

completely absent from the observing frequency range, the PPDs are relatively broader, and sometimes display more259

than one local concentration in the multi-parameter PPDs. For spectra at higher heights with noisy measurements at260
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Figure S4. Markov Chain Monte Carlo analysis for an example spatially-resolved microwave spectrum
with two spectral components. The spectrum is taken from the location labeled “3” in Fig. 2(c). The corner plots
are similar to Fig. S3, but they show MCMC results with two source components. Parameters with subscripts “1”
and “2” indicate the physical parameter for the two components, respectively. Red curve and dashed black curve in
the upper right panel shows, respectively, the fit spectrum with both components and the spectrum calculated from
the component with a stronger magnetic field only (i.e., component with subscript “1”).

high frequencies, the broader PPDs are also present. For these cases, the fit results of the respective parameters have261

larger uncertainties and, under some circumstances, are not unique. The increased uncertainties for these spatial262

locations are reflected by the larger error bars shown in Fig. 3. For these cases, we use fit results from nearby263

pixels (with well constrained spectra) to inform the selection of the appropriate range of the fit parameters. Another264

round of spectral fit is then performed to ensure that the resulting fit parameters conform with the PPDs from the265

MCMC analysis. Supplementary Fig. S3 shows an example of a marginal case in which the spectral peak is not very266

profound (which correspond to location “2” in Fig. 2(c). Although the multi-parameter PPDs display more than one267
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branches of distribution, the MCMC approach successfully finds the most probable combination of parameters that268

also achieves a good fit of the observed spectrum. We caution that, however, the best multi-parameter fit results269

do not necessarily always coincide with the peak value(s) in a given 1D or 2D PPD in the corner plot for a given270

parameter or parameter pair.271

At a small subset of spatial locations (at y≈ 21–28 Mm around the above-the-loop-top region near the bottom of272

the RCS), the spectra display a secondary spectral peak. This is possible indication for the existence of a second273

population of accelerated electrons in this highly dynamic region where reconnection outflows meet the newly274

reconnected flare arcade. Such spectra could not be fit with a model that only assumes one homogeneous source275

along the LOS. For these cases, we introduce a secondary source along the LOS that shares the same parameters as276

the primary source but differs only in B, ne, and δ . The fit results are again evaluated using the MCMC method,277

and the associated uncertainties are reported accordingly. As demonstrated in Supplementary Fig. S4, although the278

degree of freedom is inevitably increased with the addition of more fit parameters, there are adequate measured data279

points in the microwave spectra to warrant a reliable fit as evidenced by the well-defined PPDs of the fit parameters.280

For these spectra, we show the resulting magnetic field B associated with the primary component (with a higher B281

value) in Fig. 3(b), and the total ne values from both components in Figs. 2(d) and 3(e).282

We note that the coronal magnetic field strength derived from the microwave data is consistent with the results283

from ref47, who reported a coronal field strength of up to 350 G at a height of ∼25 Mm in the post-flare arcade284

using infrared spectropolarimetry based on measurements of the magnetically sensitive Ca II 8542 Å line. Our285

measurements of a strong coronal magnetic field is also consistent with the measurements of multi-kilogauss (up to286

>5000 G) photospheric field in the core region of the active region when the same region was viewed on disk four287

days before36, as well as the coronal magnetic field extrapolated from the photospheric measurements and validated288

using high-frequency microwave probing of the coronal magnetic field48.289

EUV Plasma Flows290

To investigate plasma flows in the close vicinity of the magnetic reconnection site and measure their speeds in291

the plane of the sky, we use observations from the Atmospheric Imaging Assembly aboard the Solar Dynamics292

Observatory (SDO/AIA49), which provides full-Sun imaging at multiple EUV filter bands with a spatial resolution293

of ∼1.2′′ (pixel size 0′′.6) and a cadence of 12 s. To reveal plasma flows along the direction of the RCS, we make294

a vertical slice at a location along RCS (labelled slice “a” in Fig. 4(b)). At each spatial location at the slice y, we295

obtain the time evolution of the EUV intensity I(t,y), which is displayed in the form of a “time-distance plot”,296

shown in Fig. 4(c). In the time-distance plot, the horizontal and vertical axes represent time and spatial location297

along the slice, respectively. We also apply a running-ratio technique on the time-distance plots in order to bring298

out the fast time-varying features (i.e., plasma flows): the normalized intensity shown at each time and spatial299

pixel ((t,y)) is the ratio of the original intensity I(t,y) to its second nearest neighbor frame at the same location300

y. The same technique is applied to all SDO/AIA EUV passband images. We find that, at the time of interest, the301

plasma flows along the direction of the RCS (i.e., the vertical direction y near x≈ 0 Mm) are best seen in the 171302

Å and 211 Å passbands, possibly due to their sensitivity to continuum emission (thermal bremsstrahlung) at flare303

temperatures15, 50. In the SDO/AIA 171 Åtime-distance plot of Fig. 4(c), downward-moving plasma flows appear304

just below the bottom of the RCS (or the reconnection Y point; at y≈ 21 Mm) as coherent tracks moving toward305

the bottom-right direction. In the accompanying SDO/AIA 171 Å running-ratio animation (Supplementary Video306

1), we find that these downward-moving plasma flows are associated with the fast contraction motion of the newly307

reconnected loops emanating from the tip of the cusp-shaped feature (located near the RCS bottom). The speeds308

of the contracting loops are measured using the slopes of these tracks in the time-distance plot, which amount to309

∼150–510 km s−1.310

The observed speeds of the plasma downflows (or fast-contracting loops) below the bottom of the RCS (∼150–311

510 km s−1) are at least an order of magnitude slower than the Alfvén speeds in the inflow region, estimated312

to be ∼6,000–10,000 km s−1. This result is in line with previous findings on plasma flows above the post-flare313

arcades: it have been shown that virtually all reported signatures of plasma outflows, including the so-called supra-314

arcade downflows (SADs) and supra-arcade downflowing loops (SADLs), have velocities well below the presumed315
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reconnection outflows at or close to Alfvén speeds16, 51, 52. Such a persistent speed discrepancy has been discussed316

in the literature (see discussions in16 and references therein). Here we highlight one possibility: high-speed Alfvénic317

plasma outflows are too fast to be detected in EUV/SXR time-series images with a limited time cadence—in this318

case, outflows at Alfvén speeds would traverse the entire length of the RCS (∼50 Mm at the time of interest) within319

∼0.5 s, much shorter than AIA’s cadence of 12 s. In order to readily detect these Alfvénic plasma flows through320

running-difference/ratio imaging based on a few neighboring time integrations, the flows need to be slowed down321

substantially to .1,000 km s−1 (as in our case and many other reported cases in the literature) due to, e.g., a drag322

force along its path.323

To investigate plasma inflows at different locations of the RCS vx(y), we make a series of horizontal slices across324

the RCS at different heights (labeled “b1” to “b5” in Fig. 4(b)). For each slice at a height y, we obtain the EUV325

intensity at all the pixels on the slice (i.e., in the x direction) as a function of time, resulting in a series of time-distance326

plots shown in Fig. 4(a). The plasma inflows appear as close-to-linear tracks on the running-ratio time-distance plots,327

whose speeds are measured based on their slopes. The uncertainties of the inflow speed measurements are estimated328

empirically by assuming a spatial uncertainty of four AIA pixels (2.4′′, or about 2× AIA angular resolution) for each329

position measurement, together with a temporal uncertainty of 12 s (i.e., 1× AIA cadence) for the time determination.330

We note that, as shown from the time-distance plots in Fig. 4(a) and the accompanying animation (Supplementary331

Video), the converging inflows seem to evolve slightly toward the −x direction at later times. This is likely due to332

the temporal evolution of the current sheet as the flare reconnection progresses.333

Powering the Second Largest Solar Flare of Solar Cycle 24334

From measurements of the reconnecting magnetic field B and inflowing plasma speed vx, we obtain an electromag-335

netic energy flux brought into the RCS for reconnection Srec is of order 1010–1011 ergs s−1 cm−2. The total energy336

available for release during the flare impulsive phase is ε̇rec = SrecA, where A = 2lylz is the total area of the RCS that337

is currently undergoing fast reconnection. The length of the RCS ly is readily available from the microwave/EUV338

imaging data (∼40 Mm; c.f., Fig. 3(a)). The depth of the RCS lz is unknown since it lies along the LOS direction.339

We take it to be as the same order of the RCS length, 10 Mm. Thus ε̇rec ≈ 1029–1030 ergs s−1. As stated in the main340

text, this is sufficient to power a large X-class flare that releases 1032 ergs in several minutes at its peak rate.341

Supplementary Video342

An animation accompanying Figure 4 is available as Supplementary Video 1. The animation shows the flare343

evolution from 15:51:45 UT to 16:06:09 UT on 2017 September 10 during the primary energy release phase of the344

event. Panels (a) and (c) in the animation are identical to those in Figure 4. Panel (b) shows SDO/AIA EUV 171 Å345

running-ratio time-series images. Examples of the plasma inflows converging toward the central RCS location from346

both the −x and +x side (along the direction of the horizontal slices) are marked in the x-t plot in (a) as blue and347

red curves and in (b) as triangles with the same color. Plasma downflows below the reconnection current sheet (or348

downward-contracting loops) are marked as green curves in the t-y plot in (c) and in (b) as green triangles. The349

moving horizontal/vertical bar in panel (a)/(c) indicates the corresponding time on the respective time-distance plots.350

Code availability351

All the codes we use in this study are based on publicly available software packages. Interested parties are invited to352

contact the corresponding author for more information.353

Data Availability354

EOVSA dataset used for this study is publicly available at http://ovsa.njit.edu. RHESSI dataset is publicly available355

at https://hesperia.gsfc.nasa.gov. SDO dataset is publicly available at http://jsoc.stanford.edu/. Analyzed data that356

support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.357
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